Impact of catheter tip-tissue contact on three-dimensional left atrial geometries: Relationship between the external structures and anatomic distortion of 3D fast anatomical mapping and high contact force guided images.
A high catheter tip-tissue contact force (CF) with the myocardium may cause 3-dimensional (3D) map distortion, however, the influence of external structures surrounding the left atrium (LA) on that distortion remains unknown. This study characterized the impact of high CF mapping on the local LA geometry distortion. Thirty AF patients underwent 3D-ultrasound merged with CT images (3D-Merge-CT). The LA area in contact with external structures was identified by enhanced CT. Fast-electroanatomical-mapping (FAM) geometries were created by two methods, point-by-point mapping with high (>10g) CFs (high-CF guided-FAM), followed by that with multielectrode-mapping catheters (conventional-FAM). The resulting geometries were compared with the 3D-Merge-CT images. Three representative anatomical contact areas (ascending aorta-vs.-anterior wall, descending aorta-vs.-left pulmonary vein [PV], and vertebrae-vs.-posterior wall) were identified. The PV antrum distorted distance on the 3D-Merge-CT was significantly longer for high-CF guided-FAMs than conventional-FAMs (1.7[0-3.6] vs. 0[0-1.8]mm, P<0.0001). In high-CF maps, the distorted distance significantly differed between regions with and without contact areas in both the PV antrum (0[0-0.17] vs. 1.7[0-3.9]mm, P=0.0201) and LA body region (0[0-1.5] vs. 1.7[0.7-2.2]mm, P<0.005). The catheter tip-tissue CF did not correlate with the distorted distance (r=0.08, P=0.46), and a multivariate analysis revealed that the absence of anatomical contact areas was strongly associated with significant local distortion, independent of the CF. High-CF guided mapping yields greater 3D-image anatomical distortion than conventional-FAM methods. That distortion was attenuated by regions with anatomical contact areas, suggesting that regional anatomic distortion is involved in the existence of external structures surrounding the LA.